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Game Overview 
 
Story Summary: 

A normal person tried to become a hero in lands full of magic and might. Try and try again, this 



hero died, failing those whom he was supposed to save and killing creatures of wonder out of 
spite. The hero finds himself trapped in a world governed by a mysterious eye, who constantly 
surveys the lands and its inhabitants. This world is a cluster of strange and surreal lands, 
inhabited by the spirits the hero has slain unjustly. The hero must confront his past, decide in 
anger or acceptance to free the spirits, and face the consequences of his actions.  
 
Gameplay Summary: 
Morpheus is a single-player third-person adventure game that takes place in a strange, 
compacted world. The player, who controls the spirit of the failed hero, uses the power to 
consume spirits and shapeshift to further explore the world’s mysteries. Each spirit carries a 
special power that allows the player to solve puzzles and experience the world from a different 
perspective. The goal of the game is to traverse the hero’s memories and piece the world back 
together. The player discovers the purpose of the world, the eye, and the choices as they play 
through the interpretive gameplay. 
 

 
 

Gameplay Goals 

 
Player Choice: 
The path the player chooses in this world has no linear direction. The entire world can be 
explored with just the hero form, however the power to shift grants new pathways and access 
to areas that the player could not reach otherwise. Because of this, the gameplay paths will be 
designed so the player can choose where they want to go. This choice will not result in a linear 
path that loops back to the same location. The overall goal of the game would be the same 
regardless of the path taken, but the journey to reach that goal is numerous.  
 
Form Amass: 
The main focus of the game is to amass as many forms as possible, however the player can only 
utilize the limited number of forms inside the hero’s blade. The central temple contains runes 
that can be used to store forms or to extract the other forms. The final scenes and ending can 
be reached by completing each area, which requires using certain forms to traverse to new 
areas to solve puzzles.  
 

 
 

The Four Pillars 

 
Core: Explore a seamless world  

● The theme of this game is centered around using shifted forms to explore the different 
environments. Every area in this world has some kind of purpose with the shifted forms, 
whether it is to theme the area, have intractability, or lead to a clue or idea that can 
lead the player elsewhere. 



● Not all pathways will result in game progress, but may have fun little “playgrounds” to 
experiment with the physics. These playgrounds may not always serve a purpose and 
just gives the player some fun to play with a shifted form or with the physics of the 
game. They can, however, also clue the person in how a mechanic may work for another 
area, rewarding the discovery with knowledge.  

 
Pillar One: Shifting Focus 

● When considering game mechanics, this game must tie back into the shifting theme. 
Every puzzle, zone, and idea must stem from a shifted form’s abilities, or the ideal to 
obtain a shifted form. The base soul only has basic movement and the hero’s sword 
used to store the forms.  

 
Pillar Two: Serene Abnormality 

● The world is a focus on a dimension between the living and the dead; built to be a test 
on the hero’s memories of the living world. How a person feels and sees something is 
not how it may be in reality, as people often create larger and more mystifying 
imaginings of what had actually occurred. 

● When designing maps, keep in mind the theme and the color scheme, as well as the fact 
that this world is meant to be a “serene abnormality”. This means the player should 
/want/ to explore the strange and “not of this world” landscape.  

 
Pillar Three: Immersion 

● This concept is completely focused on the player being the main character. The HUD 
must be extremely minimal, tutorials are built into the levels and are never spelled out, 
and the world itself tells the player how to do things without holding their hands. This 
means absolutely zero dialogue and text prompts. All choices and discoveries are made 
by the player and are not simply given to them.  

 
 Pillar Four: Everything Connects 

● The areas, forms, puzzles, landmarks, and even the eye of the world all connect 
together and relate to the hero’s past in some way. Each element of the game needs to 
be designed around the hero’s memories. The lore feeds into the world and allows the 
player to guess and ponder about what occurs.  

 
 


